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GET INVOLVED IN
DSBA LEADERSHIP!
The Delaware State Bar Association is looking
for a number of talented members to join the
2021-2022 Executive Committee and lead the
DSBA to continued success.

The Nominating Committee
consists of:
David J. Ferry, Jr., Chair
William P. Brady, Vice-Chair
New Castle County

The following positions on the Executive Committee of the
Association must be filled for the year 2021-2022:
Vice President-at-Large; Vice President, New Castle County;
Secretary; Assistant Secretary; Treasurer; Assistant Treasurer;
Six Members-at-Large
Note: The Vice President, Kent County and the Vice President, Sussex County will
be those persons selected by, respectively, the Kent County Bar Association and
the Sussex County Bar Association.

The following position must be filled for the term as noted:
One (1) DSBA Representative to the Delaware Bar Foundation Board:
Four-year term
One (1) DSBA Young Lawyer Delegate to the ABA House of
Delegates: Two-year term
The Nominating Committee wants to consider all interested candidates. If
you are interested in serving on the Executive Committee or would like to
recommend a candidate, please send your name or the candidate’s name
along with a CV and at least one letter of nomination to Mark S. Vavala,
Executive Director, by email at: mvavala@dsba.org or by mail at: Delaware
State Bar Association, 405 North King Street, Suite 100, Wilmington, DE
19801 by February 12, 2021.

WE NEED YOUR HELP TO FIND
STRONG LEADERS FOR THE FUTURE!
Delaware State Bar Association
405 N. King Street, Suite 100
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
(302) 658-5279

Timothy S. Ferry (2021)
Peter S. Kirsh (2021)
N. Christopher Griffiths (2021)
Donald L. Gouge, Jr. (2021)
Kathleen M. Vavala (2021)
Shakuntla L. Bhaya (2021)
Patricia L. Enerio (2021)
P. Clarkson Collins, Jr. (2022)
Kyle Evans Gay (2022)
Jeffrey S. Goddess (2022)
Loren Holland (2022)
Shannon D. Humiston (2022)
Julia B. Klein (2022)
Antoinette D. Hubbard (2022)
Aaron R. Goldstein (2023)
Achille C. Scache (2023)
Kelley M. Huff (2023)
Wilson A. Gualpa (2023)
Christofer C. Johnson (2023)
Brenda James-Roberts (2023)
Kent County
Alexander W. Funk (2021)
Laura A. Yiengst (2022)
Melissa L. Dill (2023)
Sussex County
Christophe Clark Emmert (2021)
Chase T. Brockstedt (2022)
Theresa McQuaid Hayes (2023)
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER | BY MICHAEL F. MCTAGGART, ESQUIRE

F

or this February issue of the Bar Journal focusing on diversity, I thought
about the composition of the Delaware Bar back in the 1920s. At that time,
the Delaware Bar consisted solely of white men. It was not until January
15, 1923 that Sybil Ursula Ward and Evangelyn Barsky were admitted as
the first two female attorneys in the Delaware Bar. This only occurred after a 1923
amendment to the Delaware Constitution.

It would not be until 1929 that Louis L. Redding would be the first African
American lawyer admitted to the Delaware Bar. Several years ago, I worked on
coordinating an Oral History Tribute to Louis Redding that is available on the
DSBA website at www.dsba.org/about-the-dsba/oral-history-project/. The panelists included: i) Professor Leland Ware who is the Louis L. Redding Chair for the
Study of Law and Public Policy at the University of Delaware; ii) Annette WollardProvine, who wrote Integrating Delaware: The Reddings of Wilmington (University
of Delaware Press 2003); and iii) Kester Crosse who worked with Mr. Redding for
several years.1 This article summarizes some of the content of that tribute.
Louis L. Redding

In his career, Louis
Redding litigated
cases that had
lasting impacts
on our State and
our country and
also paved the way
for other minority
law yers to practice
in Delaware.
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Despite his graduations from Brown University and then Harvard Law School,
Redding faced many hurdles and challenges in practicing law in Delaware. Redding in fact had misgivings about practicing law at all in Delaware and had visions
of being a commercial litigator in a “big city” in the Northeast. Redding’s father
had other ideas and told his son that Wilmington and Delaware needed an African
American attorney.
Redding’s first major obstacle was finding a member of the Delaware Bar who
would act as his preceptor. Superior Court Judge Daniel Hastings eventually agreed
to be Redding’s preceptor but Redding, after passing the Bar, spent his preceptor
year sitting in the law library.
Once admitted, Redding handled cases throughout Delaware from clients who
would sometimes have to pay his fee with food. Redding had difficulty at times
traveling throughout the State, and would struggle to find places where he could
eat and take a safe rest stop. Redding would be a solo practitioner for most of his
career and would be the only African American attorney until 1956.
Yet despite these hurdles, Redding was a brilliant, determined lawyer who practiced in Delaware for many years. As part of a series of nationwide cases challenging conditions at graduate and professional schools, Redding and Jack Greenberg
filed suit against the University of Delaware. Vice Chancellor Collins Seitz found
the conditions at the University of Delaware were not equal to those at the thenunaccredited Delaware State College and issued an injunction requiring admission
of African American students.2 Redding, again with Jack Greenberg, won the case
of Gebhart v. Belton, 87 A.2d 862 (Del. Ch. 1952), aff ’ d, 91 A.2d 137 (Del. 1952),
again in the Court of Chancery before Vice-Chancellor Seitz. The Vice-Chancellor
again found that the conditions at the local schools designated for African American students were not equal to the public schools for white students in Delaware.
Vice-Chancellor Seitz issued an injunction, requiring immediate admission of
African American students to the white schools. This case, of course, would be
joined with other similar cases from around the country to become part of Brown

v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483
(1954) which struck down the separate
but equal doctrine established in Plessy
v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
It is also worth noting that Redding
successfully litigated the U.S. Supreme
Court case of Burton v. Wilmington
Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715 (1961).
This case involved the denial of service
on the basis of race to William “Dutch”
Burton. Burton tried to eat in the Eagle
Coffee Shoppe located in the old parking center at 9th and Orange Streets.
The Supreme Court found government
action based on the close ties between
the WPA and the coffee shop. The
audiotape of the Supreme Court argument is available on the Oyez website, at
www.oyez.org/cases/1960/164. The new
apartment complex that now stands at
9th and Orange Streets contains a street
appropriately named “William Burton
Place” and there is a historical marker
on the corner noting the significance of
the case.
In his career, Louis Redding litigated
cases that had lasting impacts on our

State and our country and also paved
the way for other minority lawyers to
practice in Delaware. Despite all of the
hardships and hurdles during his career
as the first African American attorney,
Redding’s accomplishments are extensive
and extraordinary, and he will go down
in history as one of Delaware’s greatest
lawyers.3
Notes:
1. Special thanks to Antonio Byrd for arranging the
sound and pictures used in this Oral History Tribute.
2. Parker v. University of Delaware, 75 A.2d 225 (Del.
Ch. 1950).
3. The statements expressed in this article are solely
those of the author and are not to be attributed in
any way to his employer.

Looking for
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A legal aid agency
may be able to help!
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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE | BY BENJAMIN A. SCHWARTZ, ESQUIRE

Forget this Article

“L

ook in the basket on the
top shelf Dad,” Charlie directed. I reached with both
hands to lift the big blue
basket down. We were searching the house
for a lost toy. We still have not found it as I
write this article, and I do not expect to find
it. I am sure he left it at a grandparent’s house
or in his mother’s car.

It occurred to me some time ago that I ought to try to keep a list going
of good things about this global pandemic. Generally speaking, I really
like the idea of making lemonade out of lemons.

What I did find in that basket was
completely refreshing. A Runner’s World
magazine. From 2015. Apparently, about five
and a half years ago, this particular edition
arrived at the house. Instead of reading it, I
(or more likely my wife) tidied up. It was put
in a basket. The basket was placed on the top
shelf. No one has touched it since then.

This, then, is my “Top Three List” of good things about life during
COVID. (I am aware that conventionally, Top Ten Lists may be more in
vogue. But I got three, okay? I got three.)

I like running well enough. And I like
magazines well enough. But I have never
been hugely excited to read a Runner’s World
magazine. This time, though, it was purely
magical. The pages were stiff, the binding
was crisp, and there were a dozen or so white
postcards stuck between the pages in case I
felt the urge to renew my subscription.
The best part? There were people. Doing
things together. With no masks. There was
no mention of COVID. Nothing about vaccines. No stories about people using running
to help manage their COVID-related stress.
No articles lamenting the need to cancel
charity 5K running races and encouraging
readers to find other ways to support their
favorite charities. None of it.
Flipping through the pages of that magazine, I felt like I was in a world without a global
pandemic again. For about two minutes as I
stood there, my world was a happier, less anxious place. Who knew that finding a new old
magazine on a shelf could make me so happy?
6
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This is probably why I like handling personal injury cases. People bring
me problems in the form of injuries and death, and I get the privilege of
trying to help make sure their medical bills are paid, they have income
to cover their expenses, and their future is not ruined. Personal injury
litigation (plaintiff ’s sided, anyway) is truly the law practice equivalent of
turning lemons into lemonade. But I digress …

Number 3. I Am Home for Dinner
I live in Hockessin. Our main office is in Dover. Most of the time,
historically speaking, I spend my days in Dover. If I do a real good job of
finishing up with client appointments and depositions early, I can normally
scoot out of the office as early as 6:30 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. and get home by
about 8:00 p.m. My wife and kids will have eaten dinner, but there will be
a plate in the microwave, and the dog will come downstairs to the kitchen
and keep me company while I eat.
But now, I am working from home. And so is my wife Sharon. And I may
not have fully appreciated it during the first nineteen years of our marriage,
but she is a wonderful cook. Every night, we have an actual home-cooked
meal. Last night, she made chicken and wild rice. Sometimes she makes
salmon. Sometimes it is chicken with lemon seasoning and actual lemon
slices on top. It is absolutely amazing to be home around 5:30 p.m. or 6:00
p.m. and eat dinner — a homemade dinner — with my wife and kids.
Number 2. I Can Sneak Off and Play Hooky with My Kids
Working from home certainly has its benefits. One of them is that by
about three o’clock in the afternoon, my kids are done with school. Oftentimes, they will want me to take them somewhere and do something.
One of our occasional afternoon excursions involves taking a ride up
to the Goodwill store just across the state line in Avondale. I really like to
go thrift store shopping with my daughter Josie. When Josie reached her
pre-teen years, it would be fair to say our interests sort of diverged. This
is one thing we can do together and both enjoy.
For a 13-year-old, Josie has a decent eye for antiques, vintage clothing,
old records, and art. Just a week ago, we found a hand-blown glass bowl in

a Goodwill store. I think it is a Simon Pearce. I paid $3. (That is probably
about one percent of the original sale price).

When this edition of the Bar Journal
comes out, I am going to put a copy in a
basket and place the basket on a high shelf
in my family room. Then I am going to
forget about it.

Another occasional excursion involves taking a ride to Woodside Farm
Creamery. If you are not familiar with Woodside Farm, you are missing
out! Woodside is a little farm in Hockessin with handmade ice cream.
Sometimes in the afternoon, the kids will implore me to take them across
the street (our housing development is literally across the street from the
farm) to get ice cream cones. This is the perfect reward for completing a
set of interrogatory answers or finally drafting that Complaint I have had
on my to-do list.

I am sure that by the time I look in the
basket again — likely sometime around
2026 — I will long have forgotten that I
wrote this article. Maybe by then, COVID
will have left us and we will be back to some
semblance of normal living. Maybe at that
time, five years hence, Charlie will have
me searching for some lost object again. I
will come across this little Journal article.
And I will remember how great it was to
eat dinner with my family, to play hooky,
and to have zero back pain.

Number 1. My Back Feels Really Good
One day in June of 2013, I bent over to pick up a pair of shoes off the
floor of the closet. At the time, bending over was a “waist thing” instead of
a “knees thing.” When I got far enough down to reach the shoes, I felt and
heard a “POP!” in my lower back and experienced an explosion of severe pain.
I could not feel my legs. I could not straighten back up. An MRI showed
I had a pretty big disc herniation. I did physical therapy, chiropractic, oral
steroids, pain meds, you name it — everything short of surgery. There is
nothing like a low back injury to put you in a state of perpetual agony.
That low back pain lasted, unabated, for years. In fact, it lasted until
2020. In 2020, I started working from home nearly exclusively. I stopped
spending two-plus hours per day in the car. I stopped sitting in an office
chair. I stopped sitting up to a conference room table. Instead, at home, I
either stand or recline on a sofa with my laptop.

Bar Journal Editor Ben Schwartz is Managing Partner of Schwartz & Schwartz, where he
helps people recover after catastrophic injuries
and accidents. He is a frequent speaker, writer,
and blogger. For more information, go to facebook.com/schwartzandschwartz or email ben.
schwartz@schwartzandschwartz.com.

And the pain is … gone. And that is amazing.

Insurance Services for
Delaware Attorneys
The Delaware State Bar Insurance Services (DSBIS) offers
comprehensive, highly customized insurance solutions
and risk control services to protect lawyers from
professional exposures and provide enhanced member
services.
Powered by USI, DSBIS brings decades of risk
management experience, a proprietary risk analysis
process and a local team supported by the expertise of
more than 4,400 USI professionals nationwide to reduce
cost and lower risk for your firm.
Since 1940, our Wilmington office has provided the
insurance solutions and services that lawyers count on
to protect their families, their firms and their employees.
At DSBIS, we’ve got you covered.
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SIDE BAR
MEMBER BENEFIT OF THE MONTH

The Delaware Legal Directory
The printed version of the Delaware Legal Directory is now
available for purchase, featuring the cover photo “Morning Fog
on Autumn Field” by DSBA member Catherine M. Cramer, Esquire. DLS Discovery will provide a reasonably-priced hard copy
and several options for shipping, pick-up, and delivery. Please
remember, the printed version will not be accurate during the
year once individuals start changing addresses and updating
contact information.
The Online Legal Directory and the Legal Directory App update
everyday. To access the Online Legal Directory or order a printed Legal Directory,
a member need only to login and go to “Legal Directory” in the Members Area of
the DSBA website at www.dsba.org.
Delaware Legal Directory
2021

YOUR WORDS

WHAT IS THE BEST PIECE
OF ADVICE YOU COULD
GIVE YOURSELF FOR 2021?

Delaware State Bar Association
Copyright 2021

TOP 4

FOUR TYPES OF HUMAN DIVERSITY
As we celebrate and concentrate on diversity, we often focus on race and gender,
but Alliant International University has identified four distinct areas that humans
are diverse and how considering all four of these makes a better community, workplace, and society.

1

Internal Diversity

2

External Diversity

3

Organizational Diversity

4

This focuses on the situations into which one is born. They are not chosen. And
they are impossible to change. These are the traditional things we tend to look at
for diversity discussions: race, ethnicity, age, national origin, sexual orientation,
cultural identity, gender identity, physical ability, and mental ability.

STEFANIA A. ROSCA, ESQUIRE
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom LLP
DSBA MEMBER

This describes things related to a person, but not those into which one is born. They
may be changeable or adaptable and are sometimes used by jury systems or voting
statistics. External factors are personal interests, education, appearance, citizenship, religious beliefs, location, familial status, relationship status, socioeconomic
status, and life experience.

This relates to the differences between people which are assigned by an organization, often a workplace or government that distinguishes one person from another
and include job function, place of work, management status, employment status,
pay type, seniority, union affiliation.

Worldview Diversity

Many things come together to form one’s world view and can change with time.
Some examples are political beliefs, moral compass, outlook on life, epistemology.

Of course, it would be an impossible task to try to consider all of these diversity traits
in hiring, for example, which is why we often focus on internal diversity. However, we
are seeing people, especially in the U.S., align themselves into self-assigned groups
which limits exposure to the viewpoints of those who have other experiences. In doing so, we limit our ability to grow and learn from one another.
Source: Alliant International University. “What Are the 4 Types of Diversity?” Accessed January 26, 2021. https://www.
alliant.edu/blog/what-are-4-types-diversity.
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“The five minutes you are taking in
the morning to drink your cof fee and
write your to-do list keep you sane and
keep the day f lowing — continue to do
it. And remember that ‘courage starts
with showing up and letting ourselves
be seen.’”
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“Allow yourself time to learn to adapt
to our ever-changing world and give
yourself permission to evolve.”
ELIZABETH L. SOUCEK, ESQUIRE
Ward & Taylor LLC
DSBA MEMBER

Illustrations by Mark S. Vavala

FOR NEXT MONTH...

What’s the greatest risk
you’ve ever taken?

Email Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org and your
response could be in the next Bar Journal.

OF NOTE

Invitation to Apply for Delaware Law
Review Editor-in-Chief Position
The Delaware Law Review, published semi-annually by the DSBA, is devoted to the publication of scholarly articles on legal subjects and issues
with a par ticular focus on Delaware law. The DSBA invites interested
DSBA members to apply for the position of Editor-in-Chief (“EIC”) of the
Delaware Law Review. The new EIC will begin serving in March 2021. The
position requirements include:
▪

▪

▪

Assuming the overall editorial and administrative responsibility of
the Delaware Law Review including both short- and long-term planning of the publication.
Overseeing the Editorial Board of the Delaware Law Review by
scheduling regular meetings and ensuring that publication deadlines are met.
Advocating for the Delaware Law Review by working with DSBA
Section Chairs to develop content for the publication and recruiting
new Editorial Board Members.

▪

Serving as a liaison with DSBA Executive Committee.

▪

Participating in the review of submitted articles to determine what
manuscripts to accept for publication and making the final editorial
decision on all articles to be published.

▪

Assigning Editors from the Editorial Board to edit submitted articles.

▪

Reviewing all galleys in preparation for publication.

Applicants should have an established track record of publishing articles
in law reviews or management responsibility in publications. Skills that
are important for the EIC to possess are: organization and attention to
detail; commitment to the Delaware Law Review and a desire to build on
the history of the publication and improve it; and an ability to work with
and manage a diverse group of individuals.
If you are interested in serving as the Editor-in-Chief of the Delaware Law
Review, please submit a current curriculum vitae and letter of interest to
Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org no later than February 15, 2021.

Condolences to Richard L. Abbott, Esquire, on the death of his mother, Claire
Lyon Abbott, who died on December
15, 2020.
Condolences to Mark S. Vavala, Esquire, on the death of his mother,
Theresa Rose Marie Vavala, who died
on December 31, 2020.
Condolences to James P. Hall, Esquire,
on the death of his father, James A. Hall,
Jr., who died on January 5, 2021.
Condolences to the family of George H.
Seitz III, Esquire, who died on January,
17, 2021.
Condolences to the family of Joseph B.
Green, Esquire, who died on January,
18, 2021.
If you have an item you would like to submit for
the Of Note section, please contact Rebecca Baird
at rbaird@dsba.org.

Open Call
for Articles!
Do you have
a great idea?
For information on submitting
articles for publication in the Bar
Journal, please contact Rebecca
Baird at rbaird@dsba.org.

CLE at HOME

DSBA CLE ONLINE
View an online CLE seminar
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.

View the full online CLE catalog at www.dsba.org/cle.
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Professional
Guidance Committee
This committee provides peer counseling
and support to lawyers overburdened by
personal or practice-related problems. It
offers help to lawyers who, during difficult
times, may need assistance in meeting law
practice demands. The members of this
committee, individually or as a team, will
help with the time and energy needed to
keep a law practice operating smoothly and
to protect clients. Call a member if you or
someone you know needs assistance.

New Castle County
Karen Ann Jacobs, Esquire, Co-Chair*
Victor F. Battaglia, Sr., Esquire
Dawn L. Becker, Esquire
John P. Deckers, Esquire
David J.J. Facciolo, Esquire
David J. Ferry, Jr., Esquire
Robert D. Goldberg, Esquire
Bayard Marin, Esquire
James K. Maron, Esquire
Wayne A. Marvel, Esquire
Michael F. McTaggart, Esquire
Denise D. Nordheimer, Esquire
Elizabeth Y. Olsen, Esquire*
Kenneth M. Roseman, Esquire*
Hon. Janine M. Salomone
Yvonne Takvorian Saville, Esquire
R. Judson Scaggs, Esquire*
David A. White, Esquire
Gregory Brian Williams, Esquire
Hon. William L. Witham, Jr.
Kent County
Mary E. Sherlock, Esquire*
Crystal L. Carey, Esquire
Edward Curley, Esquire
Elizabeth O. Groller, Esquire
Clay T. Jester, Esquire

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
February 2021

Friday, February 12, 2021 • 9:00 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
Rubenstein Walsh Seminar on Ethics & Professionalism 2021
3.5 hours CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Live Webinar via Zoom

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 • 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
DE-LAP’s Behind the Cool Image Series: Lawyering in the 21st Century
Workshop Four: Power-Up: Practical Approaches for Accessing and
Maintaining Energy

1.0 hour CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Live Webinar via Zoom

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 • 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Understanding and Combating Cyber Fraud Targeting
Financial Accounts
1.0 hour CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Live Webinar via Zoom

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 • 9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Fundamentals of Family Law

6.3 hours CLE credit including 0.5 credit in Enhanced Ethics
Live Webinar via Zoom

March 2021

Tuesday, March 9, 2021 • 8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Labor & Employment CLE
3.8 hours CLE credit
Live Webinar via Zoom

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 • 9:00 a.m. – 4:15 p.m.
Fundamentals of Lawyer Client Relations
6.0 hours CLE credit
Live Webinar via Zoom

Tuesday, March 16, 2021 • 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
DE-LAP: Past Your Sell by Date
1.0 hour CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Live Webinar via Zoom

April 2021

Wednesday, April 14, 2021 • 9:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
ADR Section CLE (postponed from 11/2020)

3.0 hours CLE credit
Live Webinar via Zoom

Dates, times, and locations of Events and CLEs may occasionally change after
time of press. Please consult the DSBA website for the most up-to-date information at www.dsba.org.

Sussex County
Candace E. Holmes, Esquire, Co-Chair
Larry W. Fifer, Esquire
Eleanor M. Kiesel, Esquire
Dennis L. Schrader, Esquire*
Carol P. Waldhauser, Executive Director
DSBA/DE-LAP Liaison
*Certified Practice Monitor
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BECOME A DSBA
SECTION MEMBER
For information on how to join a Section,
call DSBA at (302) 658-5279.

SECTION & COMMITTEE MEETINGS
February 2021

Tuesday, February 2, 2021 • 3:30 p.m.
Estates and Trusts Section Meeting
TBD
Wednesday, February 3, 2021 • 12:30 p.m.
Women & the Law Section Meeting
Zoom Meeting, see Section listserv message for link and password
Tuesday, February 9, 2021 • 12:00 p.m.
Litigation Section Meeting
TBD
Wednesday, February 10, 2021 • 4:00 p.m.
Real and Personal Property Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Michael F. McTaggart
President
Kathleen M. Miller
President-Elect
Charles J. Durante
Vice President-at-Large
Kate Harmon
Vice President, New Castle County
Anthony V. Panicola
Vice President, Kent County
Ashley M. Bickel
Vice President, Sussex County

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 • 9:00 a.m.
ADR Section Meeting
TBD

Samuel D. Pratcher III
Vice President, Solo & Small Firms,
New Castle County

Thursday, February 18, 2021 • 12:15 p.m.
Torts and Insurance Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information

Renee Duval
Vice President, Solo & Small Firms,
Kent County

Thursday, February 18, 2021 • 4:00 p.m.
Elder Law Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information

Stephen A. Spence
Vice President, Solo & Small Firms,
Sussex County

Friday, February 19, 2021 • 12:30 p.m.
LGBTQ+ Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 • 12:00 p.m.
Government and Consumer Law Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information
Thursday, February 25, 2021 • 4:00 p.m.
Family Law Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information
Friday, February 26, 2021 • 12:00 p.m.
Workers’ Compensation Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information

March 2021

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 • 3:30 p.m.
Estates and Trusts Section Meeting
TBD

Mary Frances Dugan
Secretary
Thomas P. McGonigle
Assistant Secretary
Francis J. Murphy, Jr.
Treasurer
Reneta L. Green-Streett
Assistant Treasurer
William Patrick Brady
Past President
The Honorable Ferris W. Wharton
Judicial Member
Kaan Ekiner
Assistant to President

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 • 12:30 p.m.
Women & the Law Section Meeting
Zoom Meeting, see Section listserv message for link and password

James D. Nutter
Special Assistant
for Legislative Matters

Tuesday, March 9, 2021 • 12:00 p.m.
Litigation Section Meeting
TBD

Sonia Augusthy
Loren R. Barron
Ian Connor Bifferato
Crystal L. Carey
William L. Chapman, Jr.
Richard A. Forsten
Denise Del Giorno Nordheimer
Adam V. Orlacchio
Victoria R. Sweeney
David A. White
Jennifer Ying
Members-at-Large

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 • 4:00 p.m.
Real and Personal Property Section Meeting
Teleconference Meeting, see Section listserv message for call-in information
Wednesday, March 17, 2021 • 9:00 a.m.
ADR Section Meeting
TBD
Refer to the DSBA Section Listserv messages for the most up-to-date information
on Section Meetings. Please contact LaTonya Tucker at ltucker@dsba.org or (302)
658-5279 to have your Section or Committee meetings listed in the Bar Journal.

Mark S. Vavala
Executive Director
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COMMISSION ON LAW & TECHNOLOGY: LEADING PRACTICES

New Guidance for Protecting
Electronically Stored Client Data
BY THE HONORABLE KYLE EVANS GAY

I

Gone are the days when an attorney
can protect a client file simply by purchasing a lock for their leather suitcase.
While attorneys still rely on paper,
today electronic files dominate. And
even for those attorneys who are slow
adopters, their clients are likely to create, store, and transfer files related to a
representation electronically. Electronic
file storage has a myriad of benefits, but
it creates vulnerabilities that lawyers in
2021 must protect against. This is not
to suggest that attorneys must be “invulnerable or impenetrable.” 2 Instead, an
attorney’s ethical obligations with respect
to technology will, like the technology
itself, continue to evolve. 3 What remains
constant, however, is the attorney’s obligation to consider and reconsider the
security issues that may arise from the use
of new technology in the practice of law,4
a duty of competence,5 a duty to maintain
confidentiality6 and a duty to disclose if
a client’s data has been compromised.7
12
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am guilty. You are guilty. Too
many of us have done it. We are
told that to properly protect our
work devices — and more importantly our clients’ data — we must
secure those devices with a complex
passcode or biometric screening. And
then we … do not. But, following the
State Bar of California’s 2020 opinion
on a lawyer’s ethical obligations related
to confidential client data in a lawyer’s
possession,1 each of us would be welladvised to audit and improve our personal security measures.

An attorney must maintain competence, including an understanding of
technology and security issues. And an
attorney must continually consider those
security issues which may arise from
storing confidential client information
electronically. This inquiry is necessarily
fact specific. For example, an attorney
representing a large software company in
a patent dispute may face greater security
challenges than an attorney drafting a
will for a young couple. But in either
circumstance, it is up to the attorney to
make “reasonable efforts” to minimize
the potential risks that are identified.8 In
practice, this means that there is no per
se obligation to install a specific security
measure such as a password or a firewall
on any single device, but the actions that

are taken must be appropriate to the risk,
effectively implemented and continually
updated should new risks or technologies
develop.9
In addition to preparing for the risks
associated with storing confidential client
information, an attorney’s ethical obligations also require them to divulge to
clients when such information has been
disclosed.10 Which events trigger this obligation will again depend on the facts of
the situation, but there is some consensus
that “the misappropriation, destruction,
or compromising of confidential client
information, or a cyber breach that has
significantly impaired the lawyer’s ability to provide legal services to clients, is
a ‘significant development’ that must be
communicated to the client.”11

Gone are the days when an attorney can protec t
a client file simply by purchasing a lock for their
leather suitcase. While attorneys still rely on
paper, today elec tronic files dominate.
For example, an attorney may not have
an ethical obligation to disclose a stolen
laptop where the attorney did not locally store confidential client information,
where the laptop had a biometric security
system, and where the attorney installed
software that permitted a remote wipe of
the laptop.12 Similarly, an attorney who
temporarily loses a cell phone containing
confidential client communications or
information may not have an obligation
to disclose that loss where the phone was
readily recovered and where the attorney
has reasonable assurances that no unauthorized persons accessed the device,
even if that device was only protected by
a simple four-digit access code.13
All that said, the absence of such
safeguards — including physical security
and technological security — attorneys

must be mindful that data breaches can
be significant developments that must be
disclosed to clients. And when in doubt,
the guidance suggests that an attorney
should assume that their client would
want to be aware of any possible risk to
their information.14
With advances in technology comes
ease of communication and efficiency in
document management. But it also brings
evolving ethical obligations that each
attorney must consider in their practice
of law.
Notes:

1. Formal Opn. No. 2020-203, The State Bar of California Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct, available at http://www.
calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/ethics/Opinions/Formal-Opinion-No-2020-203-Data-Breaches.
pdf. Note that Formal Opinion No. 2020-203
(“Opinion”) is not binding on attorneys who are
not barred in California. Nor does the Opinion in-

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

terpret the Delaware Lawyer’s Rules of Professional
Conduct. However, the Opinion is instructive, as it
provides an insight into the timely ethics questions
to be considered by lawyers as they manage electronic file storage.
Id. at 5 (quoting ABA Formal Opn. No. 18-483 at
p. 9).
Id. at 2.
Id.
Id. at 3. See D.L.R.P.C. Rule 1.1 Competence (Comment 8) (requiring a Delaware attorney to “maintain
the requisite knowledge and skill” of “the benefits
and risks associated with relevant technology.”).
Opinion at 3. See D.L.R.P.C. Rule 1.6 Confidentiality
of information (Comment 18) (requiring a Delaware
attorney to “act competently to safeguard information relating to the representation of a client
against unauthorized access by third parties.”).
Opinion at 6.
Id. at 5.
Id.
Id. at 6. See D.L.R.P.C. Rule 1.4 Competence (Comment 3) (requiring a Delaware attorney to “keep
the client reasonably informed about the status of
the matter.”).
Opinion at 6 (quoting ABA Formal Opn. No. 18-483
at p.10).
Id. at 8.
Id.
Id. at 7-8.

Senator Kyle Evans Gay represents
Delaware’s 5th Senate district and is
an at torney with Connolly Gallagher
practicing corporate litigation. She can
be reached at kgay@connollygallagher.
com.

BAIRD MANDALAS BROCKSTEDT
is pleased to announce that

Mackenzie M. Peet, Esq.
has joined the firm.

Mackenzie is an associate attorney practicing real estate
and land use. She is located in the firm’s downstate offices
in Lewes and Georgetown and is no stranger to the area
as she grew up in Rehoboth.
With offices in each county, BMB is one of the few firms offering
Mackenzie M. Peet, Esq.
statewide legal services across a number of practice areas.
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ETHICALLY SPEAKING | BY CHARLES SLANINA, ESQUIRE

Pre-Certification of Compliance

I

t is that time of year, again. A managing attorney for each firm must
certify the firm’s compliance with
Delaware’s numerous books and records rules. If you are a solo practitioner,
congratulations and condolences! You are
the managing attorney by default.

managing attorneys who inaccurately
certify compliance of the firm’s books
and records are also likely to be charged
with Rule 8.4 violations, including fraud,
deceit, and dishonesty, as well as conduct
prejudicial to the administration of justice
for “falsely” certifying the compliance.

If you are not the managing attorney,
you may not have paid much attention to
the Certificate of Compliance attached
to the Annual Registration Statement.
Non-managers simply check the box
that they are relying on the certification
of the managing attorney. Managing attorneys are limited to two choices, certify
compliance based on personal attestation
or certify compliance relying on a precertification by an independent CPA.

One hedge against becoming an addition to a future update of the ODC
Digest is to obtain a pre-certification of
compliance. Paragraph 5 of Rule 9 of
the Lawyers’ Fund for Client Protection
provides that attorneys or law firms may
demonstrate their compliance with Rule
1.15 and the applicable guidelines by voluntarily filing annual certification of an
independent Certified Public Accountant
with the trustees in the form attached to
the Rules. The Rule goes on to state that
the filing of such a voluntary certification shall not preclude an independent
compliance check at the discretion of
the trustees. However, the LFCP section
of the Delaware Supreme Court website
states that “…it is not likely that a law
firm would be selected by the Lawyers’
Fund for an audit if their CPA firm has
certified their compliance.”

The liability of the managing attorney
for the certification should not be underestimated. The Office of Disciplinary
Counsel issued a digest of disciplinary
cases where managing attorneys were
sanctioned for non-compliance. It was
seventy pages when produced without
being updated in the last several years.
The importance of the certification process is also underscored by the fact that

The importance of the certification process is
also underscored by the fact that managing
attorneys who inaccurately certify compliance
of the firm’s books and records are also likely
to be charged with Rule 8.4 violations, including
fraud, deceit, and dishonesty, as well as conduct
prejudicial to the administration of justice for
“falsely” certifying the compliance.
14
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The independent CPA performing
the certification must be selected from
the list of approved providers. That list
is also available on the Supreme Court
website under the LFCP section. Those
CPAs have been trained by the Lawyers’
Fund to perform the pre-certification by
employing the same Audit Program that
the Lawyers’ Fund auditors use during
a random audit. There is no mystery as
to what is in the Audit Program. It is a
checklist which is also available on the
Supreme Court website as well as in the
Delaware Code Rules Volume as part of
the Lawyers’ Fund Rules.
There are definite benefits to having
a pre-certification done, and I almost
always recommend that my clients obtain one if possible. I am unaware of any
case in which a managing attorney has
been disciplined for incorrectly certifying compliance where that certification
relied on an independent CPA’s certification.
However, pre-certifications are not
inexpensive. The cost varies among the
approved vendors mostly depending
upon the size of the accounting firm.
Larger firms generally equate to higher
fees. The size of the law firm is also a
factor as is the nature of the practice or
practices. A solo practitioner who only
holds an occasional retainer in escrow
employing a small accounting firm
drawn from the list of approved providers
might only pay $2,000 for a pre-certification. A multi-attorney firm with a high
volume of escrow transactions, such as
in real estate or a busy personal injury
practice who goes to a larger accounting

firm for pre-certification should expect
something in the $3,500 to $5,000 range.
Pre-certifications can be difficult
to schedule. There are currently only
eighteen CPA firms on the approved list.
Each pre-certification typically takes between a half day to two days. As the end
of February due date for the Certificate
of Compliance approaches, there is a lot
of competition to get a pre-certification
completed.
There is also the issue as to what to
do if your independent CPA does not
conclude that your books and records
are in compliance. There are CPAs who
believe that they have an obligation to
report noncompliance or suggest that
their clients file a pre-certification of
non-compliance.
I personally disagree. Filing a precertification of non-compliance is oxymoronic. Instead, I suggest that attorneys
use the attempted pre-certification as
an educational process to learn what
they have been doing incorrectly and to
employ whatever remedial measures are
recommended by the independent CPA.
Those errors which cannot be remedied
prior to the filing of the Annual Registration Statement and Certificate of
Compliance should then be disclosed.
Technical non-compliance with Rule
1.15 is not often prosecuted. Non-compliance coupled with a false certification
of compliance is much more likely to
result in discipline. The pre-certification
process is the best tool available to ensure both compliance and an accurate
certification.
“Ethically Speaking” is intended to stimulate
awareness of ethical issues. It is not intended as legal
advice nor does it necessarily represent the opinion
of the Delaware State Bar Association.
“Ethically Speaking” is available online.
Columns from the past five years are available on
www.dsba.org.

Proctor Mediation Services LLC
•
•
•

Admitted to Delaware Bar
since 1979
Harvard Law School, J.D.
Salisbury University, M.A.

•

Third-party neutral in most
civil disputes
(except domestic relations cases)

•

Reasonable rates

(Conflict Analysis and Dispute Resolution)

Vernon R. Proctor, Esq.
(302) 383-2353 | vernonrp@msn.com

WhitbeckBennett, along with its national
offices, is proud to congratulate

KATHRYN LAFFEY
for joining the WhitbeckBennett family and
managing our Wilmington, Delaware office.
With offices in the DMV area and nationally, we know how
to PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.
Contact us at (302) 651-7999 | Visit us at www.wblaws.com

ANDREWS & SPRINGER LLC
is pleased to announce that

DAVID M. SBORZ
has become a partner of the firm.
3801 Kennett Pike
Building C, Suite 305
Wilmington, Delaware 19807
Phone: (302) 504-4957 | Fax: (302) 397-2681
dsborz@andrewsspringer.com
www.andrewsspringer.com

Cha rles Sla ni na is a par tner in the
firm of Finger & Slanina, LLC. His practice areas include disciplinary defense
and consultations on professional responsibility issues. Additional information about the author is available at
www.delawgroup.com.
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OFFICE OF DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL UPDATE

Senior Moment – or Something More
Serious?
The Effects of Aging of the Brain
BY PATRICIA BARTLEY SCHWARTZ, ESQUIRE

A TALE FROM THE INTERNET
After a meeting I was coming out of a hotel and I was looking for my
car keys. They were not in my pockets. A quick search of the meeting
room ... they were not there either.
Suddenly I realized I must have left them in the car. My husband has
shouted at me many times for leaving the keys in the ignition. My theory
is the ignition is the best place not to lose them. His theory is that the
car will be stolen. Immediately I rushed to the parking lot, I came to a
terrifying conclusion. His theory was right. The parking lot was empty.
I immediately called the police. I gave them my location and description of my car. I confessed. I explained I must have left the keys in the
car and it had been stolen.
Then I made the most difficult call of all, to my husband!!!
"I left my keys in the car, and it has been stolen.”
There was a period of silence. I thought the call had been dropped,
but then I heard his voice.
"I dropped you off at the hotel!"
Now it was my time to be silent. Embarrassed, I said, "Well, come
and get me."
He shouted again, "I will, as soon as I manage to convince the police
I have not stolen your car!”

W

hether this tale is totally foreign to you, or sounds eerily familiar,
we are all getting older. While many of us have the will and desire
to work into our 70s and 80s, aging undeniably affects us both
mentally and physically. Aging can trigger a decline in our ability
to think, changes in our behavior or personality, or problems with our mobility,
function, and other conditions that affect our ability to work. It can show up as a
noticeable decline in mental abilities, including memory and thinking skills. You
may forget someone’s name or where you put your car keys.
Lawyers should be aware of how aging can bring about changes in their health.
They also need to be able to spot health problems in others and be cognizant of
how to react when a lawyer is struggling with mental or physical health problems.
16
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Spotting these problems will become
more important as the State Bar’s older
members mature in coming years. Approximately 30 percent of Delaware lawyers are 55 years or older and almost half
of those lawyers are 65 years or older.
In the next decade, the number of
lawyers continuing to practice beyond
the traditional age of retirement is
likely to increase dramatically. Factors
contributing to this include: the increase
in the number of lawyers admitted to
practice each year; the demographic
shift in the elderly population; dramatic
improvements in health care which
have extended professional work lives;
the strong desire among many senior
lawyers to continue making positive
contributions to society; and economic
necessity, which will compel lawyers to
continue working because their pensions
or savings are insufficient to support
themselves and their families.
Although some changes are a natural
result of aging, it differs for each individual. It may not be severe enough to
interfere with daily life, but people who
have mild cognitive impairment are
sometimes at greater risk of developing more severe forms of dementia. At
advanced stages, dementia can interfere
with long-term memory, or the ability
to make a decision or judge an issue. An
individual can forget the names of loved
ones or become so confused they cannot make up their minds. However, it

is important not to confuse age-related
conditions with other health issues that
produce similar symptoms.
A person in the early stages of dementia or Alzheimer’s disease may seem
healthy but is actually having more and
more trouble making sense of the world
around them. Family members are
often the first to sense that something
is wrong. They may notice that their
loved one has difficulty paying bills,
gets lost often, or repeats questions during conversation. It is important to get
an early diagnosis for several reasons.
Many conditions can reduce mental
acuity for periods of time, and some of
these conditions are easily treated. Some
cases of dementia are reversible, and
early diagnosis increases the chances of
successful treatment.
Additionally, an early diagnosis affords the attorney an opportunity to participate in decisions, such as appointing
a successor attorney or closing the law
practice, rather than waiting until such
arrangements become the responsibility
of colleagues or family members. A lawyer with more severe forms of dementia
may want to consider limiting or ending
their law practice while they are still
capable of doing so.1
Jonathan H. Mack, Psy.D., a boardcertified neuropsychologist, will present
on this topic at a virtual CLE presentation on Friday, February 26, 2021, 2:00
p.m. – 4:00 p.m. To register please go
to https://courts.delaware.gov/odc/cle.
aspx.
Notes:

1. A Wellness Guide for Senior Lawyers and Their
Families, Friends, and Colleagues.” The State Bar
of California. Accessed January 13, 2021. https://
www.calbar.ca.gov/Attorneys/Conduct-Discipline/
Ethics/Senior-Lawyers-Resources/Publications/
Wellness-Guide. Used with permission.

Patty Schwartz has been Deputy Disciplinary Counsel for the Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court
of Delaware since 2004. Patty currently
serves as President Elect for the National Organization of Bar Counsel. She
can be reached at patricia.schwartz@
delaware.gov.

IME, DME & Record Evaluation
Over 10 Years Experience
48 Hour Turnover In Most Cases

Board Certified In Orthopaedic Surgery
Licensed in DE, PA & FL
1675 S. State St., Suite 4A, Dover DE 19901
302-724-5062 F: 302-724-5063
jkatesmd@outlook.com
/DocJLK

Jacobs & Crumplar, P.A.
is pleased to announce that

Alexis Stombaugh, Esq.
joined the firm as an Associate
in January 2021.
Alexis is a Delaware native with personal injury and
worker’s compensation experience. She will be working
in all three of our Delaware offices.
Jacobs & Crumplar, P.A.
Attorneys at Law
750 Shipyard Drive, Suite 200
Wilmington, DE 19801
Phone: 302.656.5445 | Fax: 302.656.5875
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DE-LAP ZONE | CAROL P. WALDHAUSER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I Feel Great! I Can Work Forever!

I

f I am not practicing, what will I be?
What will I do? It is said that your
second adulthood starts between the
ages of 45-85. Whether your thoughts
of transition are to reset, reinvent, recharge,
or retire, it takes courage, knowledge, planning, and implementation to successfully
change and to build the strong foundation
for the next phase of your life — both personally and professionally.

For the sake of word count in this column, I will use the word “retirement,” but it
can be any voluntary closing of a practice or
transition. And, although the focus of this
column will be for those practitioners who
are just in the “thinking” stage, much of the
information applies to anyone voluntarily
considering closing a practice or retiring.
Change is a big deal and knowing how
and when to let go can be difficult. It is
more difficult for most of us to stop practicing law than it was to start. Ironically, in
prior generations, retirement was not a big
deal. Sadly, most lawyers either worked until they died, or they worked until they were
65 years old or so and retired for a relatively
short period of time before they died.
Today, however, it is a totally different
ball game. In fact, with proper planning,
18
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If the past year has taught us anything
besides “wear the mask,” it has taught us
that being prepared helps us handle crisis
more easily. The earlier that we can start
thinking and planning to reset, reinvent,
recharge, or retire — the easier and more
successful the change. Equally as important,
there are critical and broad personal and
practical “how to” issues that need to be addressed and considered prior to the change,
during the change, and after the change.

change or retirement can be akin to a rebirth. The important thing is to be able
to approach this chapter realistically. To solidify what we have learned through
the years with excitement and enthusiasm — rather than dread, fear, and anxiety
— and embrace the next chapter.
For that reason, I reached out to a newly retired Family Magistrate in Maryland,
Julius Silvestri, Esquire, with whom I attended grade school and stayed in touch.
Knowing that we were both in our second adulthood and we worked within the
same professional culture, I requested some help from him. With the emotions
still fresh, he offered the following wisdom and insight on change and retirement.
LE ARN MORE
DE-L AP has joined with the Delaware Office of Disciplinary Counsel, Members of the Bar,
and Health Care professionals to give the information needed to create our blueprint for
change and/or to retire on our own terms. Contact Carol Waldhauser at (302) 777-0124 or
email cwaldhauser@de-lap.org for more information.

ONE MAGISTRATE'S VIEW ON RETIREMENT

With any luck, we get to grow old. Of course, none of us ever wants to admit we are old, but years pass. Suddenly it seems we are 60, 65 or 70 years old.
Sometimes during that path, it occurs to each of us that our lives will be
entirely different. Years of going out to a job we love or do not love are about
to end. The years of raising a family, acquiring and taking care of a home, and
working to acquire things we need or want to do take on a significant change.
The children are grown; we are hoping to play with grandchildren. Our
housing situation is resolved. Be honest: What is left to buy that you have
to have? Then, there is the job: Do you need to work? Financially, hopefully
not … Do you love your job and cannot imagine life without it?
For most of us, the time comes when the word “retirement” moves from
the far recesses of our brain to front and center. When it does, as people say
so often — you know it is time. Once that happens, work really is work!
Hopefully, you have planned for this.
What are the considerations once you know it is time? Easily the two big
ones are your finances and your health. At our age now, we have been around
the block enough to know what we can or cannot afford. The wild card is
our health. As we age, our body and mind give us reminders that we are no
longer 20 or 30. We need to take care of ourselves. Yes, as unfortunate as it
sounds, our diet and exercise become more important.
As you make the decision to retire, well-meaning family and friends will
say, “What are you going to do with yourself?” Or, from retirees, “How did
I have time to work?” After all, you are now free to do whatever you want,
whenever you want. If you have overcome the financial and health issues,
what now?
So, what makes you happy? Can you see family more often? Can you travel
and where? Do you have a hobby you enjoy? What sort of self-improvement
interests you? (e.g., learn a new language or maybe senior courses at a community college). Perhaps you still have the motivation to be out in the world
with a purpose. Then, being a volunteer may be for you.

If you want to
experience the
of helping
your peers,
DE-LAP wants
!

joy

you

Call (302) 777-0124 or
e-mail cwaldhauser@de-lap.org
to complete our Volunteer
Application and Agreement
or to learn more.

Now, that time is your own, embrace it. You are the boss! Pick your pleasure or poison. For some, retirement may sound frightening. For others, it is
the moment you have been looking forward to.
For me, when the moment came, I was walking out the door for the last
time. My son was with me. I turned to him and said, “It’s time!”
This is a decision I do not regret. As our nation’s health issues improve,
the list of things to do has grown. I cannot wait!!
Julius Silvestri, Esquire (Maryland Family Magistrate, Retired)

The planning and implementation are essential, and the emotions are real.
While we might feel great today and believe that we can work forever — the reality is that we cannot.
Join us for an inaugural CLE series about this topic, hosted by both DE-LAP
and ODC. More than ever, we are in this together! For more information, call (302)
777-0124 or email cwaldhauser@de-lap.org and watch for ads on these seminars.
Carol P. Waldhauser is the Executive Director of the Delaware Lawyers Assistance
Program and can be reached at cwaldhauser@de-lap.org.
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DSBIS UPDATE
Staying Informed
Successfully avoiding malpractice
claims in the COVID-19 environment
will require legal practitioners to stay
informed of any developments which
may impact the well-being of clients,
colleagues, and their practice; to stay
up-to-date with firm policies and procedures; and to stay well — physically,
mentally, and emotionally.

BY GAWAIN
CHARLTON-PERRIN

20

T

he current Coronavirus pandemic has
caused unprecedented disruption to the
practice of law, some temporary and
some possibly permanent. This disruption may lead to increased legal malpractice and
disciplinary exposure. Attorneys face increased
health dangers and personal obligations caused by
the virus. However, attorneys have the same ethical and client obligations as prior to the pandemic.
COVID-19 has had an immediate impact on the use
of technology by attorneys. The stock market has
already experienced downturns due to businesses
failing and an economic downturn. Routines have
been significantly changed. Deadlines have been
changing as the courts and government adapt to
shut-downs with the extensions of discovery and
statutes of limitations due to the virus. COVID-19
has put pressure on attorneys to balance client and
ethical obligations with personal obligations. The
following are some risk management strategies to
help avoid and mitigate the increased professional
liability risks caused by the COVID-19 era.1
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Understanding Technology in
COVID-19 Era
Comment 8 to Rule 1.1 notes that:
[t]o maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep
abreast of changes in the law and
its practice, including the benefits
and risks associated with relevant
technology, engage in continuing
study and education and comply
with all continuing legal education
requirements to which the lawyer
is subject.3
As such, attorneys must now understand how to manage work ing
remotely with online collaboration or
video conferencing with clients and the
courts. Attorneys know that they are
bound by the obligation to maintain
client confidences. This mandate is
complicated by the virtual environment

© istockphoto.com/ Nuthawut Somsuk

MANAGING YOUR LAW
PRACTICE RISK IN THE
COVID-19 ERA

An attorney is obligated to provide
“competent representation to a client.”
See, ABA Model Rule 1.1: Competence.2
This includes the obligation to monitor and comply with new rules arising
from COVID-19. Courts and offices
may be closed, deadlines are uncertain,
calendars and statutes of limitations are
in flux. Thus, attorneys must review applicable court orders regarding closures,
continuances and schedule changes and
ensure effective communication. This
includes consideration and addressing
the increased risks of miscommunication that will arise in remote working
scenarios. Missed deadlines are a leading
cause of malpractice claims, even under
routine circumstances.

where attorneys may struggle to preserve
confidentiality, and without the option
of face-to-face contact, communication
may be confined to less secure technology. For instance, the ease of use of some
virtual meeting programs may permit
unwelcomed intruders to participate in
attorney-client meetings anonymously.
Similar to an in-person meeting, attorneys must be mindful of their surroundings when discussing sensitive client
information in a virtual setting.
Now more than ever, attorneys must
understand how to manage the cyber
risks and breaches. An attorney does
not have to be an IT expert, but an attorney must understand the risks and
take steps to protect confidential client
information. In the COVID-19 era, this
is becoming more difficult. Attorneys
may reach out to IT professionals or
other vendors to help with this process
as long as the vendor understands the obligations of protecting the confidential
client information kept by the attorney.
Creating or Updating
Succession Plans
Succession plans have been an important risk management tool for years,
especially for solo practitioners. In a
2019 annual report by the disciplinary commission that regulates Illinois
attorneys, 75.20 percent of Illinois’s
solo practitioners indicated that they
did not have a succession plan.4 In this
COVID-19 era, a succession plan is even
more important in the event of the unexpected death, disability, or long-term
health of a solo attorney firm or even
for a larger law firm. The succession
plan should also include a proviso for
pandemic response.
Law firms should also draft or update internal policies — on subjects
including working remotely, sick leave,
and security — to reflect what we have
already learned from the pandemic and
to accommodate the realities of social
distancing and other disruptions to the
rhythms and routines of work. Policies
should be transparent and readily avail-

able. Be mindful of the need for flexibility and to
identify a point-person virtually accessible to employees to address questions or concerns. Likewise,
business continuity and succession planning may be
necessary to avoid problems down the road.
Staying Healthy and Well
The stresses of the practice of law take a toll on
many of our peers, clients, and colleagues. Reportedly, even before the COVID-19 outbreak, one in
three practicing attorneys were considered “problem
drinkers,” over 25 percent suffered from depression,
and nearly 20 percent showed symptoms of anxiety.5
Many malpractice claims arise from an attorney’s
mental health or substance abuse struggles. Such
problems may intensify in times of increased stress.
Be mindful of the pressures caused by this pandemic
and how it has impacted your routine and your state
of mind. There are countless resources available to
help establish a healthier work-from-home approach
and to help prioritize breaks, healthy eating, and
social interaction through virtual sources.

?

We trust that this article
was useful and thoughtprovoking; however,
please note that it is
intended as a general
guide and opinion only,
not a complete analysis of
the issues addressed, and
readers should always
seek specific legal guidance on particular matters. For more information
on LPL coverage generally, contact USI Affinity at
1-855-USI-0100 or Mike.
Mooney@usi.com.

Given the uncertainty surrounding COVID-19,
and the particularly high contagion rate, attorneys
should also plan for the possibility of physical incapacity. Update any contingency and succession
plans and review such policies with attorneys and
staff. Attorneys are ethically obligated to implement
transition plans to account for representation on
short notice in the event of unavailability.
Delaware State Bar Insurance Services (DSBIS) is
a wholly owned insurance brokerage subsidiary of the
Delaware State Bar Association and powered by USI
Insurance Services. DSBIS was formed by Delaware
attorneys for Delaware attorneys and serves all insurance needs for attorneys, their firms, their families, and
their clients.
Notes:

1. The Hanover Insurance Company would like to acknowledge the
contributions to this Article from Seth L. Laver, a partner from
the Philadelphia office of the law firm of Goldberg Segalla. Mr.
Laver focuses largely on matters of professional liability, representing attorneys, accountants and other professionals, while
also defending employers in employment practices liability
(EPL). He is admitted to practice in Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and New York, but regularly counsels and represents professionals and employers throughout the United States. Mr. Laver can
be reached at SLaver@GodbergSegalla.com.
2. See ABA Model Rule 1.1; (Lawyers should always review the applicable Rule 1.1 in their jurisdiction).
3. See Comment 8 to the ABA Model Rule 1.1; (Lawyers should
always review the applicable Rule 1.1 in their jurisdiction
4. See Annual Report of 2019, Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission.
5. See “Managing Your Law Practice and Avoiding Malpractice in
the COVID-19 Environment,” June 2020.

Gawain Charlton-Perrin is
the Director of Risk Management for The Hanover
Professional and Executive Lines. He is a nationall y re co g nize d au t h o r
and lec turer on professional liability, ethics and
risk management. At The
Hanover, Gawain focuses
on Risk Management for
At torneys, Architec ts &
Engineers and other Professionals.
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DELREC

The Art Connolly Race
Judicata 2020
BY PAT QUANN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DELAWARE LAW RELATED EDUCATION CENTER

T

he 15th Annual Art Connolly Race Judicata 5k Walk/Run was
held virtually by Races2Run from October 10 – 30, 2020. The
event was sponsored by the Young Lawyers’ Section of the
Delaware State Bar Association and coordinated by Nicolas
E. Jenner, Esquire, from Landis Rath & Cobb LLP and Justin E. Mann,
Esquire, from Greenberg Traurig LLP. The Race Judicata was opened
online with a welcome ceremony including the reading of a letter from
Mike Connolly, one of Art Connolly’s sons.

GOLD SPONSORS:

The Art Connolly Race Judicata raised nearly $8,000 for the Delaware Law Related Education Center. These funds will be used to further
the Center’s purpose of providing law education and programming to
Delaware’s students. DELREC is a statewide consortium of educators,
attorneys, judges, law enforcement officers, and other community leaders with a mission to enhance the presence of law-related education
initiatives in Delaware.

Connolly Gallagher LLP

The Center deeply appreciates the generous support of all who participated in the Race Judicata and from the following sponsoring firms,
groups and individuals:

The Honorable Diane Clarke Streett

Young Lawyers’ Section of the
Delaware State Bar Association
Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP
SILVER SPONSORS:
Albert Thatcher Hanby Trust
Ashby & Geddes, P.A.
Bifferato Gentilotti LLC
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP
Ross Aronstam & Moritz, LLP
The Connolly Family
Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP
OTHER SPONSORS:
The Honorable Paul R. Wallace

Make a motion for help.
Asking for help can be difficult.
Knowing help is available
makes it a little easier.
Don’t suffer silently. We do together what need not be done alone.
Free, confidential services for Judges and Lawyers start with DE-LAP.
Call confidential private line: (302) 777-0124 or e-mail: cwaldhauser@de-lap.org.
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E M B R AC E D I V ERSI T Y

Morris Nichols is committed to promoting
diversity and creating a work environment
that values the background of each
individual.

Business Reorganization & Restructuring | Commercial | Corporate Counseling
Corporate & Business Litigation | Intellectual Property Litigation | Trusts, Estates & Tax
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EQUITY

A Forgotten Step to
Fundamental Change
BY NICOLE M. MOZEE, ESQUIRE

Imagine at the center of social justice, there is a Pyramid
of Freedom. This pyramid represents the building blocks
of all social justice initiatives. At the apex of the pyramid
is freedom, signifying an unfettered ability and enjoyment
for everyone to be protected and empowered to achieve
their dreams. Freedom is the ultimate goal. Under that
resides justice, symbolizing a commitment to invoking and
protecting individual rights and liberties. A level below is
equality, occupied with achieving fairness for all. Finally,
at the base of the pyramid is equity, the powerhouse foundation that supports the entire structure. Found in each
24
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Imagine at
the center
of social
justice, there
is a Pyramid
of Freedom.
This pyramid
represents
the building
blocks of all
social justice
initiatives.

brick of the pyramid is collaboration and
advocacy — facilitating interdependency
and interaction at every level. In order
to ensure a long lasting Pyramid of
Freedom, attention must be given to its
formidable foundation: equity.
Too often equity is overlooked.
Frequently confused with equality (i.e.
sameness), many do not understand
what equity is — let alone its foundational necessity in the overarching goal
of fundamental change. Equity focuses
on access and opportunity. It recognizes
that different people may require different resources, tools, and supports to
attain the same access to opportunities
as others — ultimately achieving fairness
or equality. Equity denounces privilege
and bias as undermining to its purpose.
One way to examine equity is to review
systemic and structural entities.2
In nearly every system and infrastructure in our society exist inequities
(i.e. unjust systemic practices or policies
that preclude equitable access) that have
plagued historically marginalized com-
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T

here is no doubt that 2020
was a year like no other
in our nation’s modern
history — full of ups and downs. Globally, the
world encountered an unprecedented health pandemic
which has ravaged communities in various ways. Nationally, the country grappled with an intensely polarized
election cycle and another reckoning with race and social
justice.1 Locally, Delaware witnessed the investiture of the
first African American Supreme Court Justice, as well as
additions of the first practicing Muslim and transgender
person to the General Assembly. In the same stride, the
Delaware legal community came under scrutiny and was
questioned about the diversity of the state Bar. Through
all of these events, there was a charge to raise awareness
of diversity, inclusion, and equality. While each of these
factors play a critical role in change, it is imperative to also
acknowledge and prioritize their often forgotten, intrinsic
partner — equity.

impact Black and Brown individuals
ranging from arrests, fines, and fees to
sentencing and overall mass incarceration. Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery,
George Floyd, Jacob Blake, Philando
Castile, Sandra Bland, Michael Brown Jr.,
Tamir Rice, Trayvon Martin — and the
list goes on. Each encountered inequity
in the law: they were devoid of privilege
merely because of the color of their skin
and were trampled with bias which, collectively, caused their demise. They did
not have access to unbiased legal actors
or an unbiased legal system.
A TIME FOR FUNDAMENTAL
CHANGE

munities for centuries. To consider a few:
inequity poisons the public education
system, leaving significant disparities in
access to educational materials, programs,
and funding for students — particularly
minorities and students with disabilities.
The health care system, which is a privilege, often leaves Black and other minority communities with limited opportunity to obtain affordable, comprehensive
services. COVID-19 illustrated and
exacerbated these inequitable circumstances, creating wider achievement gaps
and greater hardships in accessing high
quality health care. Delaware was, and
still is, no exception to these conditions.
“Inequity permeates law and legal
systems.”3 Law plays a critical role in literally every aspect of life: how we govern,
how we behave, and how we live. Since
our country’s inception, privileges and
bias have manifested in law, policies, and
practices that traditionally disenfranchise
Black and other minority communities.
More specifically, the criminal legal
system continues to disproportionately

In response to these events, elected
officials, businesses, sports, universities,
and more took a moment to pause, listen,
and learn. There was an acknowledgement of injustice by many. Specifically
in the Delaware legal community, various
private and public law offices stepped up
and issued statements vowing to be allies
and advocate for diversity, inclusion, and
change in the law. Since releasing these
statements, many minority attorneys are
eager and anxious to see such allyship
and advocacy — ultimately initiating
an effort to move the needle on these
issues. There is still opportunity to establish equitable practices in law offices.
To hire and retain diverse attorneys,
consider the use of inclusive language in
job postings and share widely, reevaluate
the resume review process, and create a
welcoming environment with safe spaces.
Once attorneys of color are in the door,
provide robust mentorship, afford them
a presumption of competency, and create opportunities for upward mobility.
Most importantly, ensure that Black and
minority attorneys receive a platform to
engage in meaningful dialogue, be supported, and feel heard on these matters.
Again, in light of equity, different people
require different things in order to have
the same access and opportunity.
The verbal commitment to allyship
and change occurred within a brief moment; but, there must be more. It must
be a movement. The need to diversify the
seats at the table and hear diverse voices,

is clear. People must want to get up from
the table, substantively explore avenues of
access to the table, or expand the number
of seats. There is room to reconcile fragmented policies and systemic practices,
but we have to step up to the challenge.
We cannot and must not falter at this feat.
Delaware, being a small, connected
state, has a unique opportunity to address inequity and reverse its course. Let
this article serve as a call to action to
continue this much needed work. What
can you do to advance equity and be a
part of the solution? Revisit your commitment to change and your approach.
Continue to learn about these issues and
grow your perception. Become an ally.
There are several organizations in Delaware doing the ground work on equity,
equality, and justice. To name a few: The
Delaware Racial Equity and Social Justice
Collaborative; Network Delaware; the
Delaware affiliates of the NAACP; ACLU
Delaware; The Coalition to Dismantle
the New Jim Crow; and The Southern
Delaware Alliance for Racial Justice. Support local advocates leading the charge.
Do all of this while remembering the
Pyramid of Freedom and the importance
of its foundation — equity. Do not ignore
this moment. Make it a movement.4
Notes:

1. Social justice is generally defined as recognizing
and protecting equal rights while also ensuring equitable access to opportunities for all. Foundation,
The San Diego. 2016. What is Social Justice? March
24. Accessed December 16, 2020. https://www.
sdfoundation.org/news-events/sdf-news/whatis-social-justice/#:~:text=%E2%80%9CSocial%20
justice%20is%20the%20view,particularly%20
those%20in%20greatest%20need.%E2%80%9D.
2. Foundation, Annie E. Casey. 2020. Equity vs.
Equality and Other Racial Justice Definitions. August 24. Accessed December 15, 2020. https://
www.aecf.org/blog/racial-justice-definitions/.
3. Yuille, Lua Kamal. 2018. “Inequity as a Legal Principle.” Kansas Law Review, Inc. 859-873.
4. This article does not reflect the views of the Delaware Department of Justice and is solely that of
the author.

Nicole Mozee works as a
Deputy Attorney General for
the Delaware Department
of Justice Division of Civil
Rights and Public Trust. Since 2019,
she has ser ved as the Vice Chair of
L e g i s lati ve Af f air s a n d Co mmu ni t y
Relations of the Multicultural Judges
and Lawyer Section. She can be reached
at nmmozee@gmail.com.
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INCLUSIVITY

Retaining Your
Diverse New Hires
BY CANEEL RADINSON-BLASUCCI, ESQUIRE

S

Inclusive workplaces endeavor to make everyone feel
valued and supported. But what strategies can offices employ
to nurture a culture that supports diverse colleagues? To take
inclusivity from an abstract, diversity-related buzzword to
an actionable practice, below is a (non-exhaustive) list of
actions any workplace might use to create a more welcoming
environment for its minority attorneys.
1. TAKE STOCK OF WHERE YOU ARE

Consider whether your office has had difficulty retaining
attorneys of color. If yes, assess the circumstances of their
exits: How long did they stay with you? Why did they leave?
26
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To avoid the
sense that
the office’s
interest in
inclusivity
is merely
superficial or
optics-driven,
identify
tangible
benefits that
diversity
brings
to your
workplace.

Where did they move? Did they leave to
practice a different area of law? This data
will help contextualize departures and
may highlight trends that the office can
address. If nothing else, openly reckoning with this information will signal to
attorneys of color that you are aware of
the office’s struggle with retention and are
open to addressing the issue.
2. ARTICULATE WHY DIVERSITY IS
IMPORTANT TO YOUR OFFICE

Consider the “why” behind your efforts to retain and promote diverse lawyers. All too often, attorneys of color are
left feeling like they have been hired, in
part, to check a box. To avoid the sense
that the office’s interest in inclusivity
is merely superficial or optics-driven,
identify tangible benefits that diversity
brings to your workplace. Research how
diversity benefits work environments,
leads to better work product, and results
in better service to clients,2 and articulate
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o, your office has marketed itself to diverse
candidates; you have
interviewed a host of
bright law students of color; you
extend an offer to one, and they
accept. Your workplace is officially more diverse — a
great boon to you, your colleagues, and your clients. But
what next? A sincere commitment to fostering diversity
cannot end with the recruiting season. How many of
your diverse attorneys stay with you for more than three
years? More than five years? How many diverse partners
or managing attorneys do you have? An honest commitment to diversity must include efforts to not only find
but also retain diverse lawyers, and further, to not merely
retain but also promote employees 1 of color to positions
of power — a genuine commitment to diversity must
include intentional, purposeful inclusivity.

a purpose for your inclusivity-aimed actions. Spelling out your reasons for creating a more inclusive environment makes
inclusivity a meaningful goal rather than
an aimless — and therefore, unattainable
— aspiration.
3. CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DIVERSE EMPLOYEES TO
CONNECT

An enemy of inclusivity is “otherness”— the feeling of being an outsider
in your workplace. Vernā Myers, an
advisor that assists large, successful organizations achieve diversity and inclusion
milestones, famously said, “[d]iversity is
being invited to the party. Inclusion is
being asked to dance.” The invitation
to dance is an invitation to engage and
participate. To that end, consider creating opportunities for diverse attorneys
to gather and connect — for example,
establish an affinity group for the diverse
lawyers in your office. In these settings,

attorneys of color are surrounded by
familiar faces that can offer insight and
advice. On its face, making these spaces
may seem antithetical to inclusivity, as
diverse attorneys are essentially sequestering themselves. But the goal of inclusivity cannot be homogeny — the purpose
is not to eradicate differences between
coworkers so that everyone is included
because everyone is the same. Minority
employees will always have different
workplace experiences compared to their
non-diverse colleagues. Rather, the goal
of inclusivity must be to create a sense
of belonging among attorneys of color.
The ability to have candid conversations
with other diverse colleagues challenges
perceptions that “no one else here is like
me” or “no one else understands.”

determine what is keeping someone
from feeling included is to ask them. We
cannot demand that diverse attorneys
figure out exactly what steps need to be
taken to create an inclusive workplace —
that remains the responsibility of office
leadership who must educate themselves
on the issues that confront attorneys of
color. Those in positions of power must
assess their own preconceived and unconscious biases in order to be effective and
receptive allies — only then can leadership dismantle the institutional barriers
preventing diverse lawyers from meeting
their potential.3 But we can and should
encourage attorneys of color to share
their thoughts on the issue. It is their
insights and experiences that will shape
the path towards greater inclusivity.

4. SEEK, CREATE, AND SHARE
PATHS TOWARDS ADVANCEMENT

Notes:

If your workplace lacks diverse attorneys in leadership positions, consider
creating or supporting programs that
promote the advancement of attorneys
of color. Doing so demonstrates a real
willingness to invest in diverse attorneys
by committing resources to their growth.
For example, the Leadership Counsel on
Legal Diversity’s Pathfinder Program
provides substantial professional development and networking opportunities
to junior attorneys and aims to further
participants’ leadership skills. Nominating attorneys of color to participate in
such programs shows confidence in their
abilities and a belief that they can and
will be good leaders. Or consider assigning to diverse junior attorneys mentors
in leadership positions — inclusivity
embraces access to opportunity and information. Sharing with junior attorneys
of color what steps others have taken to
succeed in their practice makes advancement at your office appear realistic and
attainable.
5. CONSULT DIVERSE ATTORNEYS

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, consult the attorneys of color in
your office. Honest discussions regarding
what diverse attorneys expect and want
from a workplace may seem awkward,
but the most straightforward way to

1. Specific references to attorneys are made
throughout this piece, but the author hopes that
offices will consider including their non-lawyer
staff in inclusivity efforts as well. First, promoting diversity at all levels is an important step to
creating an office space that reflects the world in
which we practice. Second, in offices where the
majority of diverse employees are non-attorneys,
attorneys of color may find the insights of diverse
staff valuable.
2. Some helpful resources to start with include:
Reeves, A.N. The Next IQ: The Next Level of
Intelligence for 21st Century Leaders (American Bar Association, 2012); Page, Scott E. Interview. The New York Times Online, Science
Section 8 (Jan. 2008)(Available at: http://www.
nytimes.com/2008/01/08/science/08conv.html?_
r=1&scp=2&sq=diversity&st=cse); Cassens Weiss,
D. Egalitarian and Inclusive Cultures Propel Firms
to Top of Associate Rankings, ABA Journal (August 5, 2008). (Available at: http://www.abajournal.com/news/egalitarian_and_inclusive_cultures_
propel_firms_to_top_of_associate_ranking/).
3. “Traditionally, legal organizations have focused
on diversity first and inclusiveness later (if at all).
They go out and buy very expensive seeds (talent) and plant them, expecting all of the seeds to
grow. When certain types of seeds fail to grow,
everyone blames the seeds. Yet this approach
disregards the fact that legal organizations do not
amend the soil (change the prevailing culture by
removing hidden barriers through inclusiveness).
Legal organizations will never achieve results with
all of the seeds until they focus first on the soil (inclusiveness) and then plant the seeds (diversity).”
(emphasis added). Dr. Arin Reeves, Nextions LLC.
Dr. Reeves is a national expert on diversity and inclusiveness in the legal profession.

Caneel Radinson-Blasucci
is a third -year cor porate
litigation associate at Potter
Anderson & Corroon LLP and
is Secretary of the DSBA’s Multicultural
Judges and Lawyers section. She can
be reached at cradinsonblasucci@
potteranderson.com.
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Young Conaway Welcomes

Deborah R. Edwards, Esq.

Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Young Conaway is dedicated to recruiting,
retaining, and promoting talented attorneys and
staff with a range of backgrounds, experiences,
and perspectives. We recognize that our continued
ability to work towards equity in the legal and local
communities depends in no small part on our
fostering diversity, equity, and inclusion within our
firm. We believe that diversity, equity, and inclusion
enrich our firm and the professional development
of each individual attorney and staff member,
and ultimately lead to a greater ability to serve
the unique needs of all of our clients.
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THE DEL AWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES THE

2 0 2 1

FIC T ION W RI T ING

Competition
DE A DL INE M A RCH 1, 2021

The Delaware State Bar Association is pleased to announce the 2021 Fiction
Writing Competition in accordance with the rules below. An impartial panel
will pick the three best stories. The winners will receive awards and have
their stories published in the Bar Journal. You are encouraged to send in
your best work of fiction, with the following provisions:
1. The contest is open to all current Delaware State Bar Association members.
2. Authors may collaborate, but no more
than one submission from each member
will be considered.
3. An impartial panel of lawyers will choose
the final three winners without knowledge of the identity of the authors. The
decisions of the judges are final.
4. Your entry must be previously unpublished and original. The short story may
be on any fictional topic (humorous,
anecdotal, mystery, science fiction, etc.).
Among the criteria considered in judging the articles are: quality of writing,
originality, and creativity. The judges
will not consider any article that, in the
sole judgment of the panel of judges,
contains matter that is libelous or that
violates accepted community standards
of good taste and decency.
5. Entries must be 2,000 words or fewer
(entries over 2,000 words will not be
considered) and must be submitted
electronically.

6. All entries submitted will become the
property of the DSBA and, by submitting the article, the author warrants that
all people and events in the article are
fictitious and that any similarity to actual
people or events is purely coincidental.
7. The winning entries, if any, will be published in the Bar Journal. The Editorial
Board of the Bar Journal reserves the
right to edit articles and to select no
winner and to publish no article from
among those submitted if the submissions are deemed by the Editorial Board
and the judges not to be of notable
quality.
8. All entries must be received no later than
March 1, 2021 in proper form. Submissions received after that time will not be
considered. Please direct all submission
to: Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org (a
confirmation email acknowledging your
entry will be sent). Only the authors of
the top three entries, as determined
by the judges, will be contacted by the
DSBA at the conclusion of the contest
and before publication.
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BOOK REVIEW | REVIEW BY RICHARD A. FORSTEN, ESQUIRE

Those Who Forget the Past

O

f all the rights that Americans hold dear, the most valued and most
important is probably freedom of speech. It may also be the most
challenging. After all, nobody likes a critic. Criticism can leave out
countervailing facts. It can be one-sided, slanted, and spun. It can
be uncomfortable and unfair to those being criticized. Kids may say the darndest
things, but adults can sometimes say the most horrible things. And yet, the First
Amendment endures.
But while the First Amendment endures, it has been tested, and, indeed, might
have died a very early death. In Liberty’s First Crisis: Adams, Jefferson, and the Misfits
Who Saved Free Speech, author Charles Slack tells the story of the Alien and Sedition
Acts of 1798 — the acts which, for all intents and purposes, made it a crime (sedition) to criticize the federal government or its officials. Put another way, the party
in power sought to silence the party not in power. Sound familiar?

Liberty’s First
Crisis: Adams,
Jefferson, and the
Misfits Who Saved
Free Speech
By Charles Slack
Atlantic Monthly Press, 2015

Today’s politics and media are often condemned for their harsh tones, “fake news,”
and hateful speech, but to those of the young republic, today’s press might be called
“civilized” as compared to the journalism of the late 1790s. In those early days of
our nation, with the authority and durability of the young government still open to
some question, the country teetered on the brink of war, although the Federalists
and the Republicans (later the Democratic Party) differed on with whom America
should go to war. The Federalists feared the French Revolution and leaned towards
Great Britain, while the Republicans were Francophiles through and through, and
accused the Federalists of wanting a monarchy. Meanwhile, of course, neither Great
Britain nor France afforded the United States much respect.
Fearful for the continued stability and viability of the government, Federalists
passed the infamous Alien and Sedition Acts in 1798. The Alien Acts authorized the
President to deport aliens deemed a threat to the country (a revised version of this Act
is still on the books today), but the Sedition Act went even further and made it a crime
to write, print, publish, or even utter anything “false, scandalous and malicious …
against the government of the United States … with intent to defame the said government …or to bring [the government] into contempt or disrepute.” The Act further
outlawed anything calling upon the people “to resist, oppose or defeat” any law of the
government. Simply put, criticism of the government was out, and if you engaged in
it, you risked prosecution — and people were prosecuted and fined and imprisoned.
The bulk of Slack’s narrative is the story of those who were prosecuted. By modern
standards, all of the prosecutions were ridiculous, and none would survive a motion
to dismiss today; but even in their day the prosecutions were ham-fisted.
The most extreme prosecution involved one Luther Baldwin. In July, 1798, President Adams was on his way from the nation’s then-capital, Philadelphia, to Massachusetts to get away from Philadelphia for the balance of the summer (in large part
to escape the yellow fever then gripping the city). As the presidential carriage traveled
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through Newark, New Jersey, a cannon went off to announce the President’s arrival.
Luther Baldwin and friends, a little tipsy it was said after some early morning drinking,
were on their way to another tavern, when the cannon went off. Baldwin’s friend cried
out “they are firing at his [the President’s] arse.” To which Baldwin replied, “I don’t care
if they fire through his arse.” Unfortunately for Baldwin, the tavern owner had just
stepped outside and overheard the remark, and the owner replied, “that is sedition.”
Baldwin would be prosecuted, convicted, and become a minor hero to Republicans.
The Sedition Act came with its own expiration date — March 3, 1801 — the
date for the swearing in of the next president. In the election of 1800, itself a very
heated affair that makes today’s politics look tame, the Federalists were routed. Jefferson was elected President, and the Republicans controlled both chambers. John
Adams did not attend the inauguration. Jefferson pardoned all those who had been
convicted under the Act, and Congress repaid those who had been fined. And so
liberty survived, although it would still take many years for the First Amendment to
come to mean what it does today.
Slack closes on a cautionary note and so this review ends with an extended quotation from that warning:
Across the spectrum of politics, society, and culture, there’s no shortage of
people who believe we’d be better off if we could only eliminate this or that
dangerous, repellent voice, who believe, in other words, that free speech is a
great idea — but …
In 1787, Federalist John Jay used a . . . speech-as-weeds analogy to help lay the
intellectual foundation for the Sedition Act, suggesting that “a good Government is as necessary to subdue the one, as an attentive gardener or husbandman
is to destroy the other.”
Such proclamations leave hanging the vital question of who gets to be the gardener. When it comes to ideas, one man’s weeds are another’s dandelion wine…
[T]here is one thing that cannot coexist with freedom, and that is declaring that
people have a right against being offended, even deeply offended, by someone
else’s words. Such a declaration automatically transfers the right of speech from
the speaker to the listener, who now enjoys the power not just to say, “I don’t
like your opinion,” but “I won’t allow you to say that.”…
People who consult a government checklist to determine which speech is “not
against the law” speak by permission rather than right. In Australia, France,
Denmark, and Canada, permissions are wide and punishments for transgressions mild; in China, Saudi Arabia, and Iran, permissions are narrow and punishments are harsh. But permission is permission — alienable, impermanent,
and unlike other rights, derived from other people.
Because everyone who voices a controversial opinion is bound to give offense
to someone, speech granted by permission is essentially a political privilege.
The trick isn’t to avoid giving offense, rather, it is to avoid offending the wrong
people. Modern Western governments may believe they have identified topics
(race, gender, sexual orientation) so uniquely sensitive as to require special government restrictions. But keep in mind that the Federalists of 1798 believed just
as strongly in the values they wanted to protect, and they were just as convinced
that those values — and their way of life — were being directly imperiled by the
toxic words of their Republican opponents. Both sides wrote and said outrageous
things. Yet for the brief reign of the Sedition Act, Republicans went to jail and
Federalists remained free — not because one side had a lock on wisdom, but
because one side enjoyed political cover while the other did not.

Just about anybody can think of
people he or she wishes would shut
up and go away. Allowing offensive
speech doesn’t connote approval. Nor
do we defend wrongheaded thinking
under the bromide that everyone’s
opinions matter, or that the mere act
of forming and expressing ideas entitles those ideas to respect. Ignorance
and hatefulness can and should be
confronted and shot down, but with
reason and with better words …
A passion for liberty and individual
rights is not about hating the government, nor denying its essential
place in our lives. On the contrary,
it’s about loving the government
enough to protect it from ambitious
souls who year after year migrate to
the capital to run it for us, and who
find in each new crisis a fresh opportunity to regulate and control. Most
of the concerns that inflame us today
will soon enough reside as historical
footnotes alongside the XYZ Affair of
1798. What remains as the measure
of a generation is not the policies
it enacted to surmount temporary
difficulties, nor the restrictions it imposed on its most repugnant voices.
The true measure of greatness of any
generation is the degree of wisdom
it showed in looking beyond the
moment and handing down liberty,
intact and unfettered, to the next.
The Bible tells us there is nothing new
under the sun, and there is, of course,
the old adage that those who forget the
past are doomed to repeat it. The Alien
and Sedition Acts were, in Slack’s words,
“Liberty’s first crisis,” but there would
be more to come, and, each time, they
were overcome. Let us hope that we, as
a nation, will continue to have the good
sense and unity of purpose necessary
to overcome the future crises that will
inevitably arise.
Richard “Shark” Forsten is a Partner with
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP, where he
practices in the areas of commercial real
estate, land use, business transactions,
and related litigation. He can be reached
at Richard.Forsten@saul.com.
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THE JUDICIAL PALATE | BY SUSAN E. POPPITI, ESQUIRE
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While the film runs on the long
side (2 hours and 35 minutes), it
provides time to chill the but ter
filling for my 1980s-themed dinner
suggestion — Chicken Kiev. The
superb cast, including Gal Gadot as
the endearing heroine and Kristen
Wiig as the surprising nemesis, will
keep you on the edge of your seat.
As a “bonus feature,” I offer a
puzzle inspired by foods popular in
the 1980s. Let your pencil be your
Lasso of Truth as you unscramble
the let ters to reveal dishes that
cause Gen Xers like myself to wax
nos talgic. Wishing you a Happy
Valentine’s Day!
Susan E. Poppiti is an adjunc t facult y member in
Mathematics at Immaculata
University and an AP Calculus instructor at Johns Hopkins Center
for Talented Youth. To further her commitment to mathematics education, she
also serves as a math content expert for
UPchieve, an ed-tech nonprofit providing free, online STEM tutoring to high
school students. Susan can be reached
at spoppiti@hotmail.com.
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Chicken Kiev

YU M!

INGREDIENTS
• 1/3 pound unsalted butter, softened, plus another tablespoon
for sautéing
• 1 clove garlic, mashed
• 2 tablespoons parsley, chopped
• 2 tablespoons tarragon,
chopped
• 2 large boneless chicken
breasts, halved
• Sea salt
• Fresh ground pepper
• 1/2 cup flour
• 1 jumbo egg, beaten
• 1 cup Panko Bread crumbs

INSTRUCTIONS
Cream together the butter, garlic, parsley, and tarragon. Place the butter mixture on a
piece of parchment paper and form into a log, about 1 inch wide, rolling the paper around
the log. Chill in the refrigerator for about an hour.
Pound each piece of chicken between wax paper to about 1/4 inch thick. Season the
chicken with salt and pepper. Remove from the refrigerator the chilled butter log, and
slice it into four smaller logs. Place one butter log onto each chicken breast, and roll the
meat around the butter. Fold in the ends so the butter will not leak out, using toothpicks
to secure. Refrigerate again for about an hour.
When ready to cook, preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Set up your dredging station by
placing the flour in a shallow dish, the eggs in a second shallow dish, and the breadcrumbs
in a third. Dredge each chicken bundle in the flour, dip in the egg, and then roll in the
breadcrumbs.
Heat one tablespoon of butter in a nonstick pan, and sauté the chicken for a minute or
two per side, until golden. Drain on a paper towel lined plate. Bake the chicken in a Pyrex
dish for 10 minutes, or until the internal temperature is 165 degrees. I suggest pairing
with mashed potatoes and a nice salad.

1980S FOOD PUZZLE
The first reader to email me with the correct answers will win a bottle of wine, specifically, the fortified variety featured in one of the below dishes.

HRACN DSIENGRS

CTFCETINUE LADEFOR

NEVES YALER IPD

PSOYLP JSEO

DEWEG ALADS

FODLAWR LAADS

CNREFH BERDA ZIPAZ

DRAEB LOWB

CIRE-A-NORI

KECIHCN SAMRALA

© istockphoto.com/ olegtoka

D

o dinner and a movie still
make for an ideal date? I
would sugges t that they
mos t cer tainly do, espe cially when a leisurely Sunday, like
this Valentine’s Day, provides time
to hit the pause and play buttons in
between the prep work. If you are
looking for a recent release that
blends ac tion and romance with
fanny packs and parachute pants,
Wonder Woman 1984 is the way
to go.

POWERING

PAYMENTS
Trust Payment
IOLTA Deposit
Amount

$ 1,500.00
Reference

NEW CASE
Card Number

**** **** **** 4242

FOR THE

LEGAL
INDUSTRY
The easiest way to accept credit,
debit, and eCheck payments
The ability to accept payments online has
become vital for all firms. When you need to
get it right, trust LawPay's proven solution.
As the industry standard in legal payments,
LawPay is the only payment solution vetted
and approved by all 50 state bar associations,
60+ local and specialty bars, the ABA, and
the ALA.
Developed specifically for the legal industry
to ensure trust account compliance and
deliver the most secure, PCI-compliant
technology, LawPay is proud to be the
preferred, long-term payment partner for
more than 50,000 law firms.

LawPay is a registered agent of Wells Fargo Bank N.A., Concord, CA and Synovus Bank, Columbus, GA.

ACCEPT MORE PAYMENTS WITH LAWPAY
877-861-7363 | www.dsba.org/lawpay
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BULLETIN BOARD
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

BANKRUPTCY & INSOLVENCY
GROUP OF ASHBY & GEDDES,
P.A. is seeking to expand its team with a
Delaware-licensed attorney with less than
3 years of experience. Superior academic
credentials and strong oral and written
communication skills required. Must
be a team player with an excellent work
ethic. Interested candidates should email
a resume, writing sample, and transcript
to AMarioni@ashbygeddes.com.
BALLARD SPAHR’S WILMINGTON, DE OFFICE is seeking to hire
a litigation associate with two to five
years of experience for the Delaware
Court of Chancery Practice. Excellent
academic credentials and writing and
communication skills are required.
Experience with fiduciary duty and
entity governance litigation in the
Delaware Chancery Court is preferred,
as is admission to the Delaware bar.
Our Litigation Department is our
largest practice group and represents a
wide range of local and national clients
in all types of complex litigation and
regularly represent clients in local, state
and federal courts, at both the trial and
appellate levels. This is an excellent opportunity to join a sophisticated litigation practice and work in a dynamic,
expanding and team-oriented atmosphere while enjoying the benefits and
resources of a national law firm. Please
submit your resume and transcript to
Katie Ball at ballk@ballardspahr.com.
THE LAW OFFICES OF SCOTT
AND SHUMAN, in Bethany Beach,
Delaware is seeking a Delaware licensed attorney to join its downstate
firm. Experience in estate planning
and administration and real estate
transactions preferred, but not required. This is a great opportunity
for growth and to develop a practice.
Competitive compensation and benefit package offered. Please email resume to jscott@scottshumanlaw.com.
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ASSOCIATE OPENING: Established
suburban Wilmington firm with Newark
office seeking attorney to work in a busy
Family Law practice. Competitive compensation and benefits package included.
DE bar required. Please send cover letter
and resume to Rahaim Saints & Walstrom, LLP c/o Megan Walstrom at
mwalstrom@rahaimsaints.com.
PARKWAY LAW SEEKS A DELAWAR E LICENSED ATTORNEY
to join its growing firm. The attorney
could work out of the firm’s New Castle
or Sussex offices. This is a great opportunity for an attorney to add a practice
area to the firm or to bring in business
to an existing practice area. The firm
primarily practices in real estate, business and estate planning. Experience
with real estate transactional work
and/or experience in estate planning
and administration experience is preferred but not required. Looking for a
candidate willing to make strong ties
to the community through marketing
efforts. The candidate must be willing
to originate work (at some point) and,
although not necessary, portable business would be a plus. This is a great
opportunity to kick start your career!
Pay will be commensurate with experience. Performance and sign on bonuses
are available. Please send resume with
cover letter and salary requirements to
to dominic@parkway-law.com.
THE L AW OFFICES OF DOROSHOW, PASQUALE, KR AWITZ &
BHAYA has an opening for an attorney
in its personal injury and worker’s compensation practices in the firm’s downstate offices. An excellent opportunity
to practice and work near the beach.
Resumes can be emailed to Art Krawitz
at: ArtKrawitz@dplaw.com or he can be
called at the office at (302) 998-0100.
ATTORNEY: Legal Services Corporation of Delaware, Inc. seeks an Attorney
for its Wilmington office. Litigation
experience and Delaware Bar admission
preferred. Please fax resume to (302) 5750478 or Email to karen@lscd.com. EOE.

COOCH A ND TAY LOR, P. A .:
Team oriented litigation firm is
seeking strategic growth with motivated litigators in any civil litigation
practice area with a modest book of
portable business. Compensation
structure and benefits are very competitive. If you are looking for more
autonomy along with support and
resources to grow your practice, this
might be the opportunity for you.
Send resume and cover letter to Maria Staci at mstaci@coochtaylor.com.
M A N NING GROSS + M A SSENBURG LLP (MG+M) is recruiting an
Associate with 0-5 years of experience
for our Wilmington, Delaware office.
This associate will be working primarily on Delaware litigation. Delaware
bar license or eligibility for the limited
practice privilege is required. This is an
excellent opportunity to join a nationally recognized and growing defense
firm with opportunities to perform
challenging legal work on day one.
Candidates should have strong work
ethic, writing ability, and organizational
skills. MG+M offers an excellent benefits package. Please email resume to
wlarson@mgmlaw.com.
SEEKING RETIRED OR INACTIVE
LAW Y ER OR SENIOR PAR ALEGAL: Seeking experienced part time
help for local family law office. Experience in legal research and pleadings etc.
required. Please respond in confidence to
Johngalt38@aol.com.
SERGOVIC CARMEAN WEIDMAN MCCARTNEY & OWENS,
P.A. Associate Attorney: Have you
always wanted to live at the beach and
practice law? Busy law firm with general civil practice including family law,
real estate law, trusts and estates/elder
law and civil litigation seeking associate
attorney. Experience preferred, but not
required. Opportunity for growth and
to develop your own practice area. Full
time position with competitive benefits
and salary. Please send your resume to
sue@sussexattorney.com.

WA N T T O W O R K A T T H E
BEACH? Sussex County law firm
focused on Real Estate Closings and
Estate Planning is looking for a Full
Time Attorney to do Estate Planning
in our Millville (Bethany Beach) office.
There is significant client contact with
this position so the Candidate must
love working with and helping people.
No experience is necessary as we are
willing to train the right person. We
are a very team oriented environment
so if you like working as part of a team
and want to grow with us, please email
your Resume to Susan@spwdelaw.com.
LICENSED DELAWARE BAR ATTORNEY: Full Service Real Estate
Title Agency requires Delaware Bar
Attorney to perform Bar mandated
services, related to purchase sale and refinance of Residential and Commercial
transactions. Email reply in confidence
to ResortTitleServices@gmail.com.
CLASI IS HIRING ATTORNEYS.
Please check our website for details about
the positions. http://www.declasi.org/
employment/.
LANDIS RATH & COBB LLP is
seeking attorneys to grow its dynamic
corporate restructuring team. We offer sophisticated work in a boutique
law firm setting with an emphasis on
collaborative effort to best serve our
clients. LRC’s restructuring practice includes challenging, first-chair chapter
11 debtor and committee representations, as well as representations of significant stakeholders in the bankruptcy
process. All candidates should possess
excellent oral and written communication skills, be self-motivated and able
to work comfortably in a fast-paced,
collegial environment. Relocation
candidates, especially those with connections to Delaware, are invited to
apply. Competitive salary and benefits
offered. Please submit your resume,
transcript and a writing sample to Matthew McGuire at mcguire@lrclaw.com.

THE NEW CASTLE COUNTY OFFICE OF LAW seeks candidates for the
position of Assistant County Attorney.
Ideal candidates will have a minimum
of 5 years’ litigation experience. Additional information is available at https://
www.governmentjobs.com/careers/nccde.
Please submit your resume by February
26, 2021 to Law Administrator, April C.
Turner at april.turner@newcastlede.gov.
D E L AW A R E C R E D I T O R S ’
RIGHTS LAW FIRM with offices
in multiple states seeks a full or part
time attorney admitted to practice in
Delaware. The position affords an opportunity to gain invaluable in court
experience in a variety of Delaware
courts and handle all phases of litigation and review documents, pleadings,
motions and correspondence for accuracy and compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
The associate must be detail oriented
with effective time management and
communication skills and possess the
exemplary professional judgment necessary to independently evaluate cases
upon placement with the practice and
throughout all stages of litigation, including motions and trials. Interested
individuals should forward resume
and salary requirements to SteveD@
Ldvlaw.com.

OFFICE SPACE

LAWYERS’ ROW OFFICE TOWER:
Furnished 16’X9’ Office with 11’X7’
Window, Telephone, Wi-Fi; Shared Reception Area, Kitchen, Fax, Conference
Room Viewing Memorial Bridge; $500;
(302) 888-1275.
2 ,0 0 0 S Q. F T G E N E R A L OR
MEDICAL OFFICE FOR LEASE:
First floor in stand-alone building that
consists of front reception/waiting area,
private offices, 18 x 37 space that has a
multitude of possible uses and may be
configured for workstations or offices,
large conference room, copy room and
kitchen/lunch room. Conveniently
located in Wilmington, but in a suburban setting, with close access to I-95
and Route 202. Large parking lot to
accommodate employees and visitors.
Handicapped accessible. Gate, fencing,
and cameras for security. If interested,
please call (302) 540-2831.
BULLETIN BOARD ADVERTISING
Bulletin Board rates are $50 for the
first 25 words, $1 each additional word.
Additional features may be added to any
Bulletin Board ad for $10 per feature. The
deadline to place a Bulletin Board ad is
the 15th of the month prior to the month
of publication.
All Bulletin Board ads must be received
elec tronically and prepayment is
required. Submit the text of the Bulletin
Board ad and payment to rbaird@dsba.
org. For more information, contac t
Rebecca Baird at (302) 658-5279.

DELAWARE CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN
CONSTITUTION SOCIETY, the country’s leading
progressive legal organization, invites everyone to
an organizational meeting on February 26 at 11:45.
Contact Matt Lynch (matthewjlynch@comcast.net)
or Frank Murphy (fmurphy@msllaw.com) to receive
your zoom invitation.

Take a stand with us for the rule of law.
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THE LAST WORD

10 REASONS

Why Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Are Here to Stay

BY IAN CONNOR BIFFERATO, ESQUIRE

W

e heard for the last time that America is NOT “multicultural.” Although the democracy on which
America was founded was not created for all men and women equally, the ideal that “All [human
beings] are created equal” is an indisputable fact that we can never again tolerate as less than an
absolute fundamental truth and the foundational aspiration upon which the continuation of America’s
painful evolution is based. A basic indisputable fact is that there is not a single American citizen who can attribute
their citizenship to anything other than multiculturalism. 2
This past year since this column addressed diversity in the February 2020 Bar Journal, we have seen tremendous difficulty, upheaval, and even questions about what America is and will continue to be. Here are 10 Reasons
America will continue to value diversity, equity, and inclusion.

1

Ever striving for diversity, inclusion, and actual
equality as founding principles distinguishes us and
our truly and uniquely American struggle to move ever
forward and never backward.

2

There is not one among us who does not recognize
and expect as a right of citizenship to be treated at
least as well as, and equally to, the people around us.

3

We have learned that acceptance of the union as
a right among men, women, people, regardless of
gender, has done absolutely nothing to change or harm
what it means to be “married.”

4

We cannot legally choose who will move into the
home next to our own, but we can always, absolutely,
and freely, choose how we interact with them and whether
we will stand up to protect their rights as we would expect
and want them to do if our own rights were being stifled.
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5

As an American, who you were born to, the class in
which you were raised, your political views, and your
origin of birth do not limit who and what you can become.

6

In America, Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits any person from being discriminated against by
an employer “… because of such individual’s race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.” Bostcock v. Clayton County,
Georgia, 590 U.S. __, 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1738 (2020) (citing 42
U.S.C. § 2000e–2(a)(1)). Since the start of the 2020/2021
DSBA calendar year, a decision written by one of the three
newest justices of the United States Supreme Court, Justice
Neil M. Gorsuch, writing for the majority in Bostcock on June
15, 2020, ruled that freedom from employment discrimination also applies to such individual’s sexual orientation and
sexual identity. See Bostcock, 140 S. Ct. at 1743-44.

7

As of the date of this article, the U.S. military, arguably
one of the finest, most diverse and opportunity rich

© istockphoto.com/aelitta

1

Those of us who have taken an oath to be true and
faithful to the laws of our country will continue to be
at the tip of the spear leading the way.
organizations in the world, does not and will not discriminate who is permitted to serve equally in its ranks, based
on their race or gender identity.

8

If America has not reached a tipping point in the inexorable recognition and intentional dismantling of
institutional racism yet, it will eventually be unavoidable as
we advance ever closer to the inevitable transition from a
Caucasian majority in America to a multicultural majority
by the year 2045.

9

Putting aside political affiliations and allegiances,
no child will henceforth ever be born in an America
in which a person of color has yet to hold the office of
President or Vice President and in which a woman has yet
to be elected to the Executive Branch of government.

10

Reasons 1-9 guarantee that America has come
painfully slowly and yet, in some ways, far from its

origins, with so much more needing to be done to advance
and protect the rights of every American regardless of
their gender, race, ethnicity or gender identity. Those of
us who have taken an oath to be true and faithful to the
laws of our country will continue to be at the tip of the
spear leading the way.
Notes:

1. Describing the economic and professional benefits of diversity would be repetitive of last year’s 10 Reasons for the February edition. Because the question of what it means to be American has been so recently and forcibly debated, these Reasons will focus on uniquely American diversity.
2. The exceptions are true Native Americans whose choice of citizenship was
not by free will.

Ian Connor Bifferato is Principal at The Bifferato Firm, P.A.
He has been an active Member of the Delaware State Bar Association since 1994 and is a member of The Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion Committee of the DSBA. He can be reached at
cbifferato@tbf.legal.

First State

Distinguished Service
SEEKING NOMINATIONS

AWARD

The Delaware State Bar Association and the Awards Committee are seeking nominations for the First
State Distinguished Service Award to be presented at the 2021 Bench & Bar Conference. The award
is described below:
This award is given annually at the Bench & Bar Conference to a member of the Delaware Bar who, by exemplary
leadership and service dedicated to the cause of good citizenship in civic and humanitarian service over a period
of many years has maintained the integrity and honored recognition of the legal profession in community affairs
and who, as an outstanding Delawarean, unceasingly advances the ideals of citizen participation and community
accomplishment, thus reflecting high honor on both country and profession.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY MARCH 5, 2021 TO:

Mark S. Vavala, Executive Director
Mail: DSBA, 405 N. King Street, Suite 100, Wilmington, DE 19801 or Email: mvavala@dsba.org
Please include: The name, firm, and title/occupation of the Candidate; name and contact information
(firm, address, email, phone, and fax) of the individual nominating the Candidate; and a brief
statement of the reasons the Candidate is deserving of the Award.
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NOMINATIONS SOUGHT
FOR LAW DAY AWARDS
The Delaware State Bar Association and the Awards
Committee are seeking nominations for the Liberty
Bell Award, the Community Service Award, and the
Myrna L. Rubenstein Professional Support Recognition
Award to be presented at the 2021 Law Day Luncheon.
Below are the criteria for these awards.

LIBERTY BELL AWARD

The Liberty Bell Award is given annually to an individual,
who is not a judge or lawyer, who has rendered outstanding
service to his or her community. The award is designed to
promote a better understanding of government, a greater
respect for the rule of law or a deeper sense of individual
responsibility which contribute to the effective functioning
of our governmental institutions.

COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD

The Community Service Award recognizes annually a
member of the judiciary or the Delaware Bar who has
rendered meaningful service to the community and who
has contributed significant time and effort to the greater
Delaware community. Nominees should have demonstrated
a commitment to leadership and service in activities that
enrich and strengthen our community over a substantial
period of time.
Free for all DSBA members

Call or email right from the app

MYRNA L. RUBENSTEIN PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT RECOGNITION AWARD

This Award recognizes long and dedicated service to
the Bench and Bar of the State of Delaware, to the Bar
Association, and to the Members thereof, which has
contributed in a significant way to them and to the high
ideals of the legal profession.
Nominations should be submitted to Mark S. Vavala, Executive

Direc tor, DSBA at mvavala@dsba.org. The deadline for
ALWAYS up-to-date!

nominations is February 19, 2021. Please include: The name,

firm, and title/occupation of the Candidate; name and contact
information (firm, address, email, phone, and fax) of the
individual nominating the Candidate; and a brief statement of

SEARCH: DELAWARE LEGAL DIRECTORY
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the reasons the Candidate is deserving of the Award.

A

WORLD

OF

DIFFERENCE
Fastcase
Legal Research

Law Street Media
Legal News

AI Sandbox
Legal Data Analysis

Full Cour t Press
Exper t Treatises
Docket Alarm
Pleadings + Analytics

NextChapter
Bankruptcy Petitions + Filing

start your journey
Fastcase is one of the planet’s most
innovative legal research services,
and it’s available free to members of
the Delaware State Bar Association.
LEARN MORE AT

www.dsba.org/fastcase
DOWNLOAD TODAY

The Delaware State Bar Association Insurance Program
Advised and Administered by USI Affinity

The Delaware State Bar Association Insurance
Program, advised and administered by USI
Affinity, offers a proprietary, comprehensive
Lawyers’ Professional Liability program. Along
with other business insurances to attorneys and
law firms in Delaware.
As a leading insurance broker for Lawyers’
Professional Liability, USI Affinity has been
protecting Lawyers for over 50 years. We
understand the business and the risks that
attorneys and law firms face every day.

Contact USI Affinity Today:

1.855.USI.0100
LPLCoverage@usi.com

Lawyers Professional Liability
The DSBA Insurance Program Lawyers
Professional Policy offers proprietary
savings and coverages specifically
designed to mitigate risk and close gaps
in coverage.
Directors and Officers Liability
Directors & Officers Liability insurance
protects the past, present, and future
directors and officers of a law firm from
losses arising from “wrongful acts”.
Employment Practices Liability
EPLI coverage can be specifically
designed to help protect the personal
assets of a privately owned firm’s
directors and officers, as well as the
financial well being of the firm itself.

